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The Artificial Intelligence and Multi-Agent Systems research communities have given much attention to the
problems of classical planning for single and multiagent systems. Given a particular initial state and a
setof actions,
classical
planning
involves
generating
a combination
of suchactions
that,if executed,
will
attain
a desired
state.
In themulti-agent
setting,
classicalplanning
extends
to thegeneration
of a planfor
multiple
agents.
Generating
a multi-agent
planencompasses
thecombination
of actions,
thecoordination
requiredbetween
them,andtheselection
of agentsthat
willexecute
eachof theseactions.
In the past several years, the focus of research into
single agent planning has shifted from classical planning and plan recognition to reactive or procedural
planning and plan recognition (Georgeff & Lansky
1987; Rao 1994). A similar shift is occurring in the
focus of research into multi-agent planning (Grosz
Kraus 1993; Kinny et al. 1994). Two main assumptions distinguish reactive planning from classical planning: (a) the environment in which the agents are
situated is continuously changing; and (b) the agents

have limited resources available to them for achieving
goals. In the case of multi-agent planning there is an
additional assumption: (c) the nature of the environment and the various agent’s abilities are such that the
agents are required to cooperate in order to achieve
their goals. Such assumptions required the development of specialized techniques for guiding the agents
in their individual and collaborative activities.
One technique involved a review of the notion of
a plan. In one approach to reactive planning, a
plan as a "recipe" for achieving particular desired
states(Georgeff
& Lansky1987).Recipes
areabstract
combinations
of actions
andsub-goals
andareprovided
to the agentsin advance.They are usedto guide
and constrain
the resource-bounded
agentsin their
decision-making
and coordination
processes.Thus
theyreducethe timerequired
for searching
through
a possible
solution
spaceand the communication
requiredfor performing cooperative activity.
Muchof the attention of multi-agent reactive planning has been given to the problems of generating a
combination of actions and coordination activity required for multi-agent behavior. The problem of selecting appropriate agents (from all the agents in the
multi-agent system) to perform an activity has been
mainly done using classical search techniques. Although some of these approaches attempt to reduce the
complexity of the problem by either fixing the sets of
groups that can be considered (Decker & Lesser 1992),
providing some limitations on the possible agents that
should be considered (Tidhar & Rosenschein 1992),
or performing some of the selection at developmenttime (Tidhar et al. 1992) 1, none have attempted to
use recipes to guide the selection process.
Werefer to the use of recipes to guide and constrain the selection process as Guided TeamSelection
and to the recipes as allocations. Guided team selection is applicable to domains where there are multiple
agents with limited resources that must cooperate to
achieve their goals in an environment that is contin-
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l Werefer to the time during the construction of the
multi-agent system as development-time and the time during execution as run-time.

Teamselection, the process of selecting a group of
agents with complementaryskills to achieve a goal,
is an important collaborative task in multi-agent systems. Typically, team selection occurs at run-time using a first principles approa~,for exampleafter agents
have exchangedrelevant information about their abilities, loads, or other status. In time-critical domains
such approaches may be impractical. Our work assumesthat agents have limited resources and are embedded in a continuously changing world. Weprovide a mechanismwhereby system developers can describe ~recipes~ for team selection in terms of the required abilities of the team, and appropriate run-time
constraints. The paper provides definitions and algorithms, and includes comparisonswith related work.
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uouslychanging.
Guidedteamselection
alsomakesa
numberof additional
assumptions:
(a)the constructionof themulti-agent
system
allowsfordevelopmenttimeprocessing;
and(b)allagents
andtheirabilities
are knownat development-time.
In thispaper,we focuson the useof allocations
to guidetheteamselection
process.
In particular
we
present
development-time
algorithms
thatuseallocationsto generate
a setof teamsof agents
foreachgoal
thatshouldbe considered
at run-time.
We alsoprovidea description
of howtheselection
process
proceeds
duringrun-time.
Theformulation
andanalysis
of these
algorithms
andtheircomparison
withotherrelevant
workprovide
an insight
intothebenefits,
limitations,
andcomplexities
of ourapproach.
The guidedteamselection
approach
allowsthe developerto determinethe levelof guidance.Such
guidance can ra~lge from being fully guided, resulting
in an approach similar to that taken by Decker and
Lesser (Decker & Lesser 1992), to being fully unguided,
resulting in an approach similar to that taken by Smith
and Davis in the Contract-Net Protocol (Smith 1980).
Although, reactive planning initially attracted some
criticism, it has been successfully applied in its single
and multi-agent forms to a number of complex problem
domains. These problem domains include modelling of
air-combat pilots (Tidhar, Selvestrel, & Heinze 1995),
air-traffic
management(Ljungberg & Lucas 1992), and
business process management. In such problem domains it was possible to describe the required behavior
of agents as plans that were a direct formulation of the
standard operating procedures as identified by domain
experts. These plans were then used by the agents to
react to the changing world and cooperatively achieve
their individual and team goals within the boundaries
of their limited resources.
It was identified that in such problem domains there
is also a need for the agents to be able to form and dismantle teams in response to the changing environment
and the introduction of new goals. Although such activity is done in a structured and well defined way, it
has to be done under the constraints imposed by limited resources. These requirements have been the main
motivation for the work described here. Furthermore,
we believe that this work is applicable to similar classes
of problems that have previously been addressed by reactive planning.
Roles and Allocations
We willbe introducing
agentand teamrolesas abstract
specifications
or"types"
to enable
thedeveloper
to provide
useful
information
to limitthesearch
space
whenthesystemis seeking
actual
agents/teams
to fill
various
roles.
Before
defining
rolesandallocations,
let
us firstdefinethenotionof agentsandteamsadopted
here.An actualagentis defined
in termsof setsof
actions,
beliefs,
goals,plans,andintentions
(Rao
Georgeif
1991).
Themulti-agent
systemis a collection
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of actual
agents.
In thispaperwe assumethattheset
of actual
agentsin themulti-agent
system
is knownat
development-time.
An actualteamis defiued
to be an
ordered
setofage~]ts
or actual
teams.
We referto the
elementsof an actualteamas actualsub-teams.
An
agentis thusregarded
as thetrivial
caseof an actual
team.
Onecanviewtheprocess
followed
by an actualagent
whendetermining
howto achieve
a goalas a means-end
analysis
withtwodistinct
steps:
(a)selecting
a group
of actualagents
or teamsthatwillattempt
to achieve
thegoal;and(b)selecting
thecombination
of actions
to be takenby theseactual
agentsin orderto achieve
thegoal.Thecombination
of actions
is typically
referred
to as a plan.In thispapertheplansaremultiagentjointplansas described
elsewhere
(Kinny
et al.
1994).Suchplansinclude
theknowledge
required
for
the coordination
of thegroupof actualagentswhen
theyattempt
to achieve
theirjointgoal.
Role Specification
A plan specifies the means by which a goal is achieved
by an actual agent or team when certain preconditions
are satisfied. Such means are specified as a labelled,
directed,
AND-ORgraph.The labelsspecify:Ca)
primitive
actionthatis to be performed
by an actual
agent;or (b)a sub-goal
to be achieved
by an actual
agentor team(Kinnyet al.1994).Eachactualagent
hasa setof suchplansreferred
to as theplanlibrary
of theagent.
An agentroleis a specification
of an abstract
agent
thatpossesses
particular
abilities
orskills,
i.e.,
goals
andactions,
thatarecharacteristic
of thedefined
role.
Forexample,
an electrician
can be characterized
by
theability
to achieve
specific
goals,
suchas,restore
power,disconnect
power,etc.Hencethespecification
of an electrician
canbe viewed
as thespecification
of
an abstract
agent.An actualagentin a multi-agent
systemcannowbe viewedas filling
oneor moreagent
2
roles.
Wedefine
a teamroleto be an unordered
setofagent
rolesandotherteamroleswithspecific
goalscharacteristic
of thedefined
roleof theteam.Forexample,
a manufacturing organisation can be viewed as a team
role, with the CEOas an agent role and the marketing,
production, and finance departments as other team
roles. These team roles can be further decomposed
into smaller team roles until we have only agent roles.
The manufacturing organisation as a whole will have
certain beliefs about its products, goals about its target production, plans about howto meet those targets,
2Onecan also use normal
set operations
onagent roles
to
define other agent roles. Normalset operatiolas are used by
performingtuple-wise set operations. One can thus create
a hierarchy of agent roles. At the top are rol~s that can
achieve any goal and at the bottom specialized roles that
can achieve a limited numberof goals.
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etc. Wedo not allow recursive definitions. A team can
nowbe viewed as a specific instance of a team role.
A pure abstract team role includes a set of goals with
a role variable instead of the whole set of sub-roles.
There are two main differences between an agent role
and a team role: (a) team roles do not include actions,
as we assmne that all actions are taken at the individual agent level; and (b) team roles assign responsibilities to other sub-roles, thus introducing a notion of
structure. Note that as with agent roles we can now
define a hierarchy of team roles. If a group of actual
agents in the multi-agent system, t, is of a team role
type, p, then we say that t is an instance of p or that
t can fill the role p.
The specification of an actual agent or team as being able to fill a role dependson the skills of the actual
agent or team. These in turn depend on the plans available to them. As the number of possible actual teams
that can be formed is an exponential function of the
number of actual agents in the system, it potentially
can be a very large number.
It is not assumed that the developer of the system
specifies the role filling abilities of all possible actual
agents and teams. Wesimply allow the developer to
specify the particular set of actual agents or teams that
are able to fill each role. This information is then used
during the automatic selection of an actual agent or
team for a given goal. Note that if the developer does
not provide any additional information, the system will
automatically compute the set of teams that can fill a
role.
Allocation
Specification
The specification of agent or team roles is static and
can be reasoned about at development-time. Having
this information is no guarantee of forming a team and
executing the plans; there may be run-time constraints
that prevent the formation of such a team. These runtime constraints are specified as part of the allocation.
For each goal an allocation specifies, the form of agent
or team roles required to achieve the goal and the beliefs concerning the state of the world or the team being considered that need to be determined at run-time.
The developer can thus use allocations to specify runtime constraints on the state of the world and the state
of the actual agents or teams that will be selected.
Given an allocation, we refer to the goal, the belief,
and the role, as the relevance, team conte~t, and potential team of the allocation respectively. Note that a
particular goal may be the relevance of multiple allocations. Similarly, the same role may be the potential
team of multiple allocations. Given a particular goal
the developer can thus specify the roles that should be
considered under different conditions.

Example 1
Assumethat the developer has specified two roles, a Customer Service Representative (celt) agent role and a Team
Leader (TL) agent role (where TL and CSlt are unique role

constants). A TeamLeader is also required to be a CSR,
but with additional abilities, such as authorizing credit up
to $200, instead of $50 permitted for CSR’s. Let ¢~ be an
actual agent of type CSI~and one of its goals includes the
goal of getting an authorization for crediting a customer’s
account with $100. Since ~ is a CSRit can not achieve this
goal and it will have to select an actual agent or team that
is able to do so.
In the absenceof any role specifications, all actual agents
and teams in the system are potential participants in the
collaborative activity. However,
if there exists an allocation
whichspecifies that the role required for authorizing this
amountis a TL, then the numberof possible alternatives is
reduced to agents of type TL. The developer can nowcreate
a goal for credit authorization and define two allocations,
both relevant to this goal but with different team contexts
and potential teams: (a) a team context where the amount
is up to $50and the potential teamis a CSR;and (b) a team
context where the amountis up to $200 and the potential
teamis a 1~..
We can define the CSIt agent roles to be: CSR=
< {assure-service,"
report-fault, credit-customer},
{start-computer} ~ and the TL agent role to be:
TL~ ( {annual-reviev,produ©e-work-plan},0~U CSR---{ annual-review, produce-gork-plan,asettre-servlce,"
report-:fanlt,credit-customer
}, { start-computer } ~.
Note that the TL is also a CSKbut has someadditional
goals that it can achieve. To operate the exchangeduring
one eight-hour shift (i.e., achieve the goal operate-shift)
one actual agent of type TL and four actual agents of type
CSlt are required. The developer can thus define an allocation, CSA,that has as its potential team a team role
including these requirements. Here we define this role explicitly and nameit CustomerService Shift (CSS). The CSS
role is definedas:

css=<(oper.te-ehift), (rL), {CSa),{CSa),
(CSS)

TheCSAallocation will thus be defined as:
CSA----- ~ {operate-ehif*G), (not (holiday etoday))
~operate-shift,
(not (holiday etoday)),

operate-ehi~t},
{(TL},{CSa},{CS~},
(CSa},{ CSH)}
>>.
Note that since a TL is also a CSK,then ~rding to the
definition of CSS,an actual agent that can fill the TLrole
can potentially fill all the roles in CSS.Sucha situation can
be prevented by adding relevant constraints to the team
context, i

Team Selection
Let us now describe howthe specification of roles and
allocations are used to guide the process of team selection. The selection process starts with a given goal to
be achieved (see Figure 1, where highlighted arrows indicate guided team selection approach). For the given
goal we identify the set of allocations that are relevant
to it. Each such allocation describes a role and a set
of run-time constraints on the selected team. Given a
particular relevant allocation, we can identify the set
of actual teams able to fill the specified role. Each
such actual team is referred to as a relevant team for
the given goal. Each relevant team that satisfies the
run-time constraints of the relevant allocations is referred to as an applicable team for the given goal. If
Tidhar
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In the foUowing algorithm, the set S~ is a crossproduct of the sets of teams that can fill the roles
specified in the potential team of the allocation (denoted as potential(a)). It is computed using the algorithm role-fllHng-tearns. Since the teazns that are
considered are required to achieve a goal we require
that the team possesses at least one plan for achieving
this goal. llence, in the following algorithm the set
AR~ is the subset of teams in S, that also possess a
plan for achieving the relevant goal of the allocation a
(denoted as relevance(~)). The function plans(v) returns the set of plans that a team r possesses and the
function purpose(p) returns the relevant goal of plan
p.
allo c-relevant-teams (a)
S~ = role-filling-team(potential(a))
AR~ = {v E S~[3p E plans(r)
Unify(purpose(p), relevance(a))
return(A R,,)

Figure 1: Operational semantics of reactive planning
and guided team selection.
the set of applicable teams is empty then the attempt
to achieve the goal falls; otherwise, one of the teams in
tile set is selected, formed, and is delegated the goal to
be achieved.
The process of team formation has been addressed in
previous work (Tidhar et al. 1992) and is beyond the
scope of this paper. Note however that if the selected
team can not be formed then another team from the
set of applicable teams should be selected. If none of
the teams in the set of applicable teams can be formed
then the attempt to achieve the goal fails.
Relevant
Teams
Given a particular goal g and a team t, t is relevant to
the goal g if and only if there is an allocation a that is
relevant for g and t is capable of filling the team role
specified as the potential team of a.
If the developer does not specify the roles that the
teams in the system can fill then the system will automatically compute the set of roles that each team can
fill. Determining whether a team can fill a particular
role will depend on the team’s ability to achieve the
goals specified in the role. This in turn dependson the
availability of allocations relevant for that goal and the
ability of the actual sub-teams to fill the roles as specified in the potential team of each allocation. Given a
goal % the function allocs(7) returns the set of allocations with a relevance that unifies with 7- The set
of teams that are relevant to an allocation a is computed using the algorithm alloc-relevant-teams
and
is denoted AR~.
372
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Given a team role p, the algorithm role-fillingteams computes the set of teams that can fill the role
p (denoted by RFp). This algorithm is based on the
set AR, that is computed using the algorithm allotrelevant-teams. The function actper.f(a) returns the
set of actual agents (also defined as singleton teams)
that can perform a; tim function expreq(p) returns the
set of requirements for role p (i.e., the goals and/or
actions); and the function teams(p) returns the set of
developer defined actual agents or teams that can fill
this role.
role-filling-teams (p)
if p is an actual team then

return(p)

if p is a pure abstract team role then
a = first(expreq(p))
if a is an action then RFt, = actperf(a)
if a is a goal then
RFp = U~e~uo~.,(~) allot-relevant-teams(a)
otherwise
if teams(p) ~£ th en
return(teams(p))
RFp -- × ~, e,,bt~,,,(p) role-fllling-teams(vi)
for a E expreq(p) do
if o is an action then
RFp = RFp N actperf(a)
if a is a goal then

=

retu n(RF

n

Uoe~,o~,(~) alloc-relevant-teams(a)

Note our assumption that all the required knowledge, e.g., actual agents, available allocations, available plans, etc., is knownat development-time. Also,
it is assumedthat all actual agents and all allocations
are knownto all other actual agents. This assumption
can be relaxed by introducing the notions of an allocation library and a knownagents library to each actual
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agent.
Theselibraries
willholdthelistof knownalloConsider the previous examplewhere the developer imcations
and knownactualagentsrespectively.
We can
thenmodifythealgorithms
to consider
onlyallocations poses the restriction that in the allocation CSAthe Team
3
Leadercannot fill the role of a CaR.Newconsider a particuandactual
agentsfromeachactual
agent’s
libraries.
lar multi-agent system that has been developedusing these
Thealgorithms
usedforthiscomputation
aresimilar
specifications.
In this systemthere are two actual agents
to the algorithms goal-achieving-teams
and planof type II., tll and t12, six actual agents of type CSR,
achieving-teams used in previous work (Kinny et al.
clrl,...,car6,
and no specific information on the teams
1994).
that can fill the role CSS.Also, all actual agents haveplans
for operating the exchange.
Applicable
Teams
Given the goal operata-shitt the only relevant allocation is CSAand the relevant teams are a combinationof all
The team context of an allocation specifies the state of
teams that are composedof one of the ~ and four CSRs.
the world or the state of the potential team that should
The set of relevant teams, computedby role-filling-teams
hold for the team to be considered applicable for the
is a cross-productof all the teamsthat can fill each of the
goal. This allows the developer to guide the system
roles in the potential teamof CSP,.
in the dy~arnic aspects of the selection of teams and
On the other hand, if the developer had specified
that CSScan only be filled by the teams teams(egg)
further restrict the number of teams considered. More
={tll, carl, car2, car3, car4}, {t/l, carl, car2, car3, carS},
formally, we say that a team ~" is applicable to achieve a
{tl2, carl,car2, car3, carS}, then there is wouldhave been
particular goal if and only if it is relevant with respect
no need to computethis set and the team selectiou would
to an allocation a and the team context of ~ is true.
have been trivial, i
The choice of the team will now be made from the set
of applicable teams.
Analysis
The availability
of the information regarding the
Agent and team roles were introduced as "types" to
state of the team depends on the way this informaenable the developer to reduce the part of the meanstion is disseminated between the actual agents. The
end tree that the system searches when seeking actual
dissemination of the state of a team to other teams
agents/teams. In this section we provide an analysis of
ensures that when an actual agent is required to reathe processes described above. Furthermore, we analson about that state, it has the required information
yse the effects that the typing of actual agents and
available.
Thisinformation
is madeavailable
to the
teams has on the breadth and depth of the means-end
actualagentthrough
itsbeliefs
abouttheworld.The
tree.
way eachpredicate
is maintained
and wherethe information
is storeddependson theimplementation
of
Formulation
of Processes
thatpredicate.
One approach
may be to retrieve
the
information
froma localknowledge
basethatholdsthe
For each goal, the number of relevant teams is a funcmodelof theworld.Anotheroptionis to queryother
tion of: the number of relevant allocations~ the numactualagents’knowledge
baseswhentheinformation ber of sub-roles in each allocation; and the number of
is required.
Themethodforretrieving
theinformation teams that can fill each role required for each allocashouldbe defined
for eachcomponent
of the modelof
tion. The teams that can fill each role are either protheworld.A similar
consideration
shouldbe givento
vided by the developer or have to be computed using
changes in the state of the team, such as adopting a
the role-filling-teams
algorithm. This computation
new goal. The developer should specify what the bedepends on the number of indirect recursive calls and
havior of the system should be when the state changes.
the number of teams that can perform each action.
The behaviour will be determined by the state dissemThe number of recursive calls depends on the informaination algorithm that is adopted.
tion provided by the developer about the teams that
The problem of information dissemination has been
can fill a particular role and the occurrence of actions
well studied by the distributed
systems commuin the definition of these roles. Wheneverthe develnity (Alon, Barak, & Manber 1987; Ramamritham,
oper provides more information, the average number
Stankovich, & Zhao 1989). Distributed approaches
of calls is reduced. Whenthe developer provides all
include: information distributed on request~ local inthe information needed, there will be only one call to
formation diffused between agents; and bidding techthe algorithm.
niques. Other approaches take a more "centratized"
Weassume for simplicity that in each allocation each
sub-role of the potential team is required to achieve
view, with the communication managed by a central
process. Discussion of these issues is not pertinent to
only one goal. Wethen define the following domaindependent parameters:
our focus here on team selection, beyond noting that
performance will be affected by the actual choice.
1. the average number of relevant allocations for each

SSuchan approach will thus give a new meaningto the
saying "It does not matter what you knowbut rather who
you know".

goal is l;
2. the average number of sub-teams in the potential
team of an allocation (each required to fill a role)
Tidhar
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m;
3. the average number of calls to the role-fillingteams algorithm is f;
4. the average number of actual agents that can execute
a particular action is n; and
5. the average proportion between: (a) the number
actual teams that are relevant for an allocation and
also possess the plan in which this goal appears; and
(b) the numberof actual teams that are relevant for
an allocation, is given by 0 < q _< 1.
Note that the parameter q is required because we assume that joint plans include knowledge about the coordination required for achieving a joint goal. Using
such an approach reduces the communication required
for coordination but it also constrains the teams that
can achieve a goal to those that possess an appropriate
joint plan. Using the role-filllng-teams
and allocrelevant-teams algorithms the average number of relevant teams for a goal a, denoted T~, is:
=

’ ’ ) (mr} (1
.q(~-’]-,=l(")

Note that this number can decrease if sub-roles are
required to achieve more than one goal in an allocation. Since the set of relevant teams is created in a
constructive way, we need only add the complexity of:
(a) determining the set of relevant allocations for
given goal; and (b) determining for each allocation the
roles each actual sub-team is required to fill. Both (a)
and (b) can be done once. If there are p allocations
defined and the parsing of each allocation is kl, then
the complexity of (b) is kl * p. If there are q goals
referred to in the system and the complexity of the
unification function Unify is k2, then the complexity
of (a) is k2 * p * q. If we also make equation (1)
for the continuous case of f, we get that the average
total complexity of calculating the relevant teams for
a given goal is:
l( for-’ (m)’ d~),q(f[(m)’ d~) .n(m’) +p*(kl +k2*q) (2)
A detailed analysis of the algorithms described above
can be found in a longer version of this paper (Tidhar
1995). The complexity of calculating the set of applicable teams depends oil the complexity of the run-time
constraints specified in the allocation and the complexity of the state dissemination algorithms. The analysis
of these algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper.
Effects
on Means-End Tree
Given a particular goal, the part of the means-endtree
that is related to the process of team selection has at
its leaves the set of applicable teams. The computation
involved in exploring this tree depends on the typing of
actual agents and teams done by the developer. This
dependencyis reflected in the numberof recursive calls
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to the role-filling-teams algorithm (i.e., f). It is also
dependent on the specialization of the actual agents
and teams reflected in the number of teams that can
execute a particular action (i.e., n).
Let us now describe a few examples that will demonstrate the effects of reducing the depth and breadth of
the means-end tree on the number of rele~ant teams.
If, for example, the roles are defined only in terms of
actions, then the algorithm is called only once mid the
depth of the tree. is I, i.e., f = 1 . On the other hand,
if for each role the developer provides the set of teams
that can fill this role, then again the algorithm is called
only once. In this case, we get that the numberof relevant teams is:
average(7~) = l * (q)m . (n),~
(3)
One can now use the above formulation (Equation 1)
for the continuous case and compare the effect of the
various parameters on the number of relevant teams. It
can also be used to provide estimates of the complexity of the process and the expected response time of
the system. For example, let us compare two possible
scenarios: (1) the numberof recursive calls is fixed
2 (i.e., f = 2), the number of teams that can execute
a particular action is in the range [1-2.5] (i.e., n E[12.5]) and all other parameters are fixed; and (2)
number of teams that can execute a particular action
is fixed to 2 (i.e., n = 2), the numberof recursive calls
is in the range [1-2.5] (i.e., f E[1-2.5]) and all other
parameters are fixed with the same values as before.
Whenanalyzing these two scenarios, we get that the
number of recursive calls is dominant in the process
and should be minimized as much as possible. That
is, although difficult to do, the developer should focus
efforts on attempting to provide as muchinformation
as possible on the actual agents and teams that can fill
each role. The details of tJds comparison can be found
elsewhere (Tidhar 1995).

Comparison

with

Relevant

Work

’ream selection can be done by actual agents exchanging, at run-time, full information about their skills,
goals, plans, or beliefs. Probably the best knownselection method in Multi-Agent Systems is the ContractNet Protocol (Smith 1980) (CNP). Given a goal to
achieved, it is first decomposedinto sub-goals and the
protocol then uses a bidding-like mechanismto select
the actual agents that will attempt to achieve the given
sub-goals. Such a selection process either involves an
exponential number of possible actual agent combinations, where all processing is done at run-time.
Note that in the CNPif a sub-goal has to be further
decomposed,
thenthe selection
processwillhaveto
be repeated
forthatsub-goal.
Therefore
we can view
theparameters
fromthe formulation
in the previous
section,l, m, f, and n, as meaning:
the numberof
decompositions
of eachgoal;thenumberof sub-goals
eachgoalis decomposed
into;thenumberof timesa
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goal
hasProceedings
to be decomposed
before
it is decomposed
of the CNP
andAAAI
a Game
TheoreticAllapproach.
primitive actions; and the average number of agents
In their ~rk, they assume that: actual agents are ca4that can execute a particular action respectively.
pable of achieving the goals without assistance from
other actual agents; cooperation emerges as a result of
Thus, there are at least four major differences between the two approaches: (1) the actual values of the
the actual agents attempting to maximize some indiparameters; (2) the time in which the relevant teams
vidual utility function (i.e., it costs less to cooperate);
are determined; (3) the additional overhead required;
and there is no central design process.
and (4) the flexibility of the approach.
In previous work (Tidhar et al. 1992) we presented
With respect to the values of the parameters, we
a solution to the team selection problem that is perargue that in the Guided Team Selection (GTS) apformed at development-time. Like with the CNP, it is
proach, such values would be less than the values used
fully unguided and resulted in an exponential number
in CNP. The reason being that in GTS, the developer
of teams. An analysis of these solutions can be found
has to specify the relevant allocations for each goal. In
elsewhere (Tidhar 1995).
CNP, each goal is decomposed into sub-goals. When
An unguided team selection results in either a blowspecifying the allocations, the developer restricts the
out in the number of interactions required to select
possible means that can be employed to achieve the
the members of a team or a blow-out in the number
goal to the most likely ones. It seems then that in
of teams considered. Obviously this is unacceptable in
general this numberwill be substantially less than the
time-critical domainswhere the actual agents have limited resources. As mentioned above, the GTSapproach
number of possible decompositions of a goal into subgoals.
provides a generic way for the developer to provide adWith respect to the time in which the relevant teams
ditional knowledge to the system, so that this number
are determined, GTS does this at development-time
can be substantially reduced. It also allows the develwhile in CNP,this is done at run-time. This gives GTS
oper to determine the level of guidance (or restriction)
that is used in the team selection process.
an obvious advantage when considering time-critical
domains. Note however that like in CNP, the GTSapproach makes the final selection run-time. This allows
Conclusions
the selecting agents to take into account dynamic conThe process of selecting the means for achieving a goal
sideration such as workload or the cost of achieving the
in a multi-agent system can be decomposed into two
main steps: the first is the selection of a team that
With respect to the additional overhead required,
will attempt to achieve the goal; and the second is
CNP determines the set of relevant teams is done
the selection of a (joint) plan of action. The choice
through the use of communication. The use of comof teams that can potentially achieve a goal depends
munication is typically very expensive, both in time
on the skills of each team. In a totally unrestricted
and actual cost of usage. With respect to flexibility,
system, the number of such teams may be very large
CNPis more flexible in some respects than GTS. In
and hence such an approach is unsuitable for timeCNPthere is no substantial cost in adding or removcritical domains.
ing actual agents unexpectedly during run-time. This
In this paper we have adopted an approach similar
flexibility does not exist in GTS, since it is assumed
to that taken by reactive planning. Wehave defined
that the actual agents are knownat development-time.
a mechanismfor team selection that allows the develUnlike CNP, in the approach adopted by Decker and
oper of the system to guide the process by specifying
Lesser (Decker & Lesser 1992) agents are homogeneous
team selection ’~recipes ~. These recipes take the form
and teams are fixed in advance. Given a particuof allocations. For a given goal, an allocation specilar goal/task, team selection is reduced to the probfies the types of actual agents and teams that could be
lem of load-balancing, i.e., dynamically assigning the
selected and appropriate run-time constraints.
goal/task to one of a small number of known teams.
These specifications
are then used by algorithms
Obviously, this approach avoids the complexity of team
that generate the appropriate sets of relevant teams
selection. Unfortunately it also imposes a limitation
at development-time. This computation reduces the
on the ability of the actual agents to respond to the
run-time complexity of team selection and is therefore
changing world by dynamically forming new teams or
more suitable for time critical domains.
re-grouping.
After selecting a team, one must form the team and
Another variation of the CNPis the work of Shedelegate the goal to it. This raises issues such as the
hory and Kraus (Shehory & Krans 1993). Influenced
synchronization of the mind-set of team members(Tidby GameTheory, the solution they provide is a cornhar et al. 1992). Similarly after selecting a plan, the
team has to execute it. Executing joint plans is an
4The parameter q is not relevant for CNP,since coorarea that has received muchattention. Such work indination is centralized (i.e., done by the announcer)and
cludes the work of Durfee and Lesser (Durfee & Lesser
thus achievement of goals depends on communicationnot
1991), Grosz and Krans (Grosz & Krans 1993), Kinny
on commonknowledge of a joint plan. Wecan thus say
that q = 1.
et al. (Kinny et al. 1994) and manyothers.
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The theoretical work described in this paper has
been implemented as two separate demonstrator systems using different technologies (Gabric et al. 1996).
TM agentThe first demonstrator has used the dMARS
oriented system (Aus 1996) aa a basis for adding a team
selection process. The second demonstrator has used
tile functional language, Gofer (Jones 1994), for implementing the agent architecture and the team selection
process. These implementations have confirmed that
the major benefit from the approach described here is
obtained whentile developer specifies the actual agents
and teams that can fill some of the roles and when the
actual agents are fairly specialized, i.e., there is not
muchoverlap between their expertize.
Goals adopted by an actual agent or teanl would
typically lead to the adoption of sub-goals. Further optimization of the selection process can be achieved by
allowing the developer to specify, where possible, the
types of teams that should be considered for achieving the sub-goals. This information, together with the
allocations, can then be used in the selection process.
Weleave this as future work.
If we allow the developer to specify the types of
teams that should be considered for sub-goals and if
we enforce that sub-goals can only be achieved by subteams of the team achieving the goal, then we can provide some mechanisms for checking the plans that can
be used by different teams. Again this is left as future
woxk.
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